**Sister Kay**

*By A.M. Gribble*

**Wing 1/4 Sht. (Soft)**

**Finger Rest 2 Lams 1mm Ply**

**Inset Lead into Nose**

**Fuselage Tapers in Plan from 1/4 at Wing Tip to 5/32 at Tail L.E.**

**Typical Sections**

**L.O.A. 20 1/4"**

**C.G. (60%)**

**Tail 1/16 Sht. Sand to Thin Sym. Section.**

**Finish: Wing & Fuselage**

- 3 Coats Talc & Dope (50/50 + A Few Drops Caster Oil)
- Tail & Fin - 1 Coat. Sand with Worn '600' Wet 'n Dry

**Frames in Wings**

**Throw: Right Glide: Left**

**Epox FAIRING**

**Fin 1/16 Sht. Sand to Thin Sym. Section**

**Bend Rear of Fin for Glide Trim**

**Bend Slight Wash-In into Left Wing Tip**